
In May of 2012, PinnacleHealth System, Inc. selected Quandel Construction Group, 

Inc., to serve as the Design-Builder on their new 108 bed, 200,000 square foot 

hospital in Mechanicsburg, PA. Quandel has worked as Construction Manager for 

PinnacleHealth on 12 other healthcare projects worth over $100 million over the 

past nine years, and it became obvious that the only way to accomplish the 

aggressive project budget and schedule goals was to use single source design-build 

project delivery.  Less than two years later, the project is over 75% complete, 

contrasted against the traditional linear delivery method that would have likely 

been less than 50% complete at this point.

Quandel retained the design services of Stantec Architecture, as Pinnacle was familiar with both Quandel and Stantec since 

they had worked together on numerous successful projects for them in the past. Dawood Engineering was already under 

contract with Pinnacle for land development and civil design, so they joined the design-build effort. The mechanical, electrical, 

plumbing and sprinkler trades were hired as design-assist subcontractors and are the engineers of record. Although there was 

no established formal agreement calling for collaboration or integrated project delivery, the group was accustomed to working 

cooperatively and as one project team. It's proving that a group of professionals can work as a unit without assigning a specific 

trade name to the method. The result is a $70 million construction project that is ahead of schedule and under the 

established price guarantee.

The project team began meeting three times a week with the Owner and end-users immediately upon establishing project 

criteria. Weekly coordination meetings continued through March of 2013. With the entire group of professionals assembled 

from project inception, Quandel was able to fast-track the procurement and enable construction to begin long before design 

was completed. The program consists of two major elements – one for the new hospital and one for the associated new central 

utility plant.  As design advanced, additional portions of the work were bid and the construction progressed under a fast-track 

schedule. 

The following project milestones help recount the speed of the project:

May 2012 Quandel and design professionals were hired as design-build team

July 2012 Schematic design drawings issued and signed off July 24, MEP design-builders hired

September 2012  Groundbreaking

October 2012 Foundations began

November 2012 Design Development drawings issued

February 2013 Structural steel erection complete

April 2013 Precast panel erection begins

June 2013 Building enclosed and weather tight

May 2014 Scheduled Project Completion
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     "At PinnacleHealth, we needed to get in the market as quickly as possible with our new hospital. We 

knew the only way to do this was to hire a design-builder like Quandel that had the talent to pull off a high 

quality, efficient and rapid paced project such as this. We are very pleased with Quandel's performance. 

They have come through with every deliverable they promised". 

Phil Guarnaschelli, Chief Operating Officer

 PinnacleHealth System, Inc.



There were several unique practices that Quandel employed throughout the project that 

promoted the fast track schedule. The use of BIM allowed for the coordination of mechanical 

and electrical installations, prior to construction.  This reduced the amount of field labor and 

allowed the contractors to prefabricate their material to specific dimensions. Construction time 

was saved by prefabricating in-wall conduit with the boxes and cables attached, medical 

headwalls, and outlets and switches.  This resulted in significant cost savings in field labor and 

material.  

Because of the speed of the project, a unique scheduling technique was utilized. Along with a 

monthly schedule update, Quandel's site superintendent kept a 2-week look ahead onsite for 

the contractors to follow. This method of “white board scheduling” could be updated daily and 

allowed the project schedule to advance.  

Even with the size of the project and speed of construction, the site was kept 

unusually clean. Workers were not allowed to eat in the building and weekly 

cleanups were mandated. For every 10 workers onsite, one person from each 

contractor was dedicated to one day per week for the sole purpose of cleanup. All of 

the trash and excess material was separated which resulted in a significant cost 

savings through recycling.  

By any measure, this project team demonstrated exceptional teamwork and 

collaboration.  They were able to take what would normally be at least a three year project and through an integrated design-

build delivery method, enable PinnacleHealth to begin accepting patients in just over two years…and they're still friends! 
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